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STRUCTURE

MORE THAN
AN ORG CHART
PETER COLMAN continues his series on
behavioural economics in sales management.
Getting the right size and structure for the
sales organisation is crucial for growing the
top line. How can we make sure those
decisions are made objectively and avoid biases
that could squeeze the bottom line?

I

there is!” Once you consider existing customer
relationships, differing capabilities across countries,
career trajectory of future leaders and internal
politics it becomes a more complicated task. Neither
is it static; markets mature and firms grow, diversify
and often go through mergers and acquisitions.
Accordingly, the operating model and sales structure
will need to be adapted over time.
As a top line focused consultancy, Simon-Kucher
conducts thousands of commercial excellence
programmes every year. In previous articles I’ve
covered a range of topics from incentives, sales
strategy and tooling. This time, I’ll focus on how
sales leaders can ensure their sales structure and
processes are fit for purpose and avoid common
pitfalls in both the design phase and the migration
phase to the new target operating model.

f the sales strategy is about deciding how
to capture the market potential, then the
sales structure should enable that by
#1 “WE’RE MOVING TO A MORE
deploying commercial teams to keep close
CUSTOMER-FOCUSED STRUCTURE”
proximity to customers without exploding
(FRAMING EFFECT)
the “S” in SG&A (selling, general and
Who’s going to disagree with being more customeradministrative expenses). In other words, designing
centric? No-one. Framed like this, we all know on
the commercial operating
the surface it sounds like a
model (the structure, processes
good idea. How this is
“In theory, there is no
and infrastructure) is about
actually done though, is
difference between
managing trade-offs. Trade-offs
crucial to its success.
theory and practice.
require decisions – and
In one example where this
In practice, there is!”
decisions, if not taken carefully,
had gone badly, the company
are prone to the same sort of
in question had recently
behavioural biases that I’ve
transitioned from a productcovered in previous articles.
led organisational structure to what it hoped was a
Doing this well is not just a case of moving boxes
more customer-focused one, organised by industry
on an organisational chart. Sales leaders who have
sectors. The idea was that this would allow better
been through this type of change should appreciate
service and more cross-selling across product
this quote from Yogi Berra: “In theory, there is no
categories. Closer review of the target customers in
difference between theory and practice. In practice,
each sector though, showed that there were only
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a few areas of overlap where this was likely to
Post-merger integration work to combine two
happen (at least to any sort of financially material
organisations into one is highly complex. Generally,
level). The new operating structure, however, moved
the consolidation of back-office functions is a
from a relatively straightforward hierarchy to a very
relatively straightforward task, albeit one that still
matrixed one. This reduced management
needs to move through various stages. It is usually
accountability and required the sales teams to be
the front-office (customer-facing) that is the much
educated on a vastly increased set of both product
more complicated animal. What do we find there?
categories (too many to be remembered) and
Divergent go-to-market approaches, overlapping
customer segments (that they were unfamiliar with).
product and customer portfolios, differing salesforce
Looking back, they’d created
territories and compensation
a huge amount of complexity
schemes, along with
“Designing the right
and inefficiency without
conflicting price positioning,
sales structure for a
increasing either the level of
all contribute to the
company is a really big
service or revenue uplift. The
complexity of creating a
irony was that their previous
consolidated commercial
‘brain on’ activity”
“product-led” structure was
operating model.
actually quite customer-focused
Driven by combined top
because most customer segments tended to buy
management desire for “cultural integration”, in
within a specific product category. Had they
our experience there is usually an eagerness to move
reframed the question to be “how can we become
to a new structure as soon as possible and then work
more customer-focused, while also maintaining our
out the details after that. We caution against that,
efficiency?” they would have taken a different
particularly if there is a big margin gap between the
approach. By looking more closely at the customer
two merging organisations. We often see the
segmentation, their purchasing history, and a range
margins of the premium player being eroded by this
of potential structure designs, a better conclusion
consolidation (usually it is due to premium products
was that their current structure was fine, but there
sold too cheaply by some salespeople unfamiliar
was room for improvement within certain customerwith them). From a profit perspective they would
facing processes. Fixing those would have improved
have been better kept apart, at least in the short
the buying experience for higher priority segments.
term, to continue serving their distinct customer
segments, with the exceptions, where there were
#2 “COST SYNERGIES, YES; MARGIN
overlaps, being dealt with on a case by case basis.
GAPS, NO!” (LOSS AVERSION)
One of the most complex transitions an executive
#3 “YOU CAN’T SELL THIS STUFF OVER
team has to steer through is a merger or acquisition,
THE PHONE” (IN-GROUP BIAS)
where our tendency to dislike losses can be a very
The usual reaction when faced with the need to
useful bias, at least for protecting margins.
grow the salesforce is to add account managers to
outside sales. It’s quite natural when you consider
that sales directors have usually been promoted
from this group and therefore this type of sales role
D EVELOPING INSIGH T S :
is held in high regard by management.
“WA LK A MILE IN MY SH O E S ”
In many cases though, a less glamourous but a
When I ask sales leaders about
keep diaries or answer a survey
more cost-effective way to increase market coverage
where their teams spend their time, including questions on how they
is to add an in-house salesforce into the mix. Yes,
I usually get raised eyebrows and
allocate their time across, say, a
their hit rate and average order value might be
perhaps a wry smile, though not
typical week. We also look to
lower, but with a good smile-and-dial set up they
always an answer. A lot simply just
include techniques such as
can be very efficient as they don’t have the huge
don’t know. They can tell us which
listening to inside sales calls,
time sink of “drive-time”.
customers have been visited and
conducting sales “ride-alongs” to
Despite the numerous LinkedIn blogs declaring
by whom, but the type of time
shadow and observe outside
“outbound is dead”, we know many clients who are
allocation information is typically
salespeople in their natural
successfully deploying these teams. When used with
not recorded in their CRM system.
environment, and mystery
a good hunt list and a stripped-down product set
As well as the usual interviews,
shopping to experience what it
this can be a great set up for targeting small to
analyses of funnel and revenue/
feels like to actually be sold to by
medium-sized customers.
margin data, in our projects we like
to supplement this with additional
data directly from the salesforce.
For example, we ask salespeople to
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them. When combined with, and
cross-referenced against, the
revenue analyses, this can be a
very rich source of insights.

#4 “HOW MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND
WITH CUSTOMERS?” (ANCHORING)
How much customer-facing time do your outside
sales team achieve? We usually spot that the actual
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selling time can often be quite severely limited and
this often comes as a surprise to the sales leaders.
Burnt by previous issues that have let down their
customers, we often find the rep “managing the
orders” through the system when they should be
“managing the sales”. The creation of a sales
operations team can be a good way to free up some
of your sales resource.
Of course, there are all the other usual time sinks
too, such as admin, team meetings, travel time and
the like. So, how does the customer-facing time
differ between your best and the rest? As a general
rule, the best reps would typically be at the top end
of the range. Using the bias of anchoring, we can
take the stats from the best reps and use that as a
target for the rest.
#5 “WHO TAKES CARE OF NEW
LOGOS?” (OPTIMISM BIAS)
Is all revenue created equal? Your CFO might come
from that school of thinking but we know that
selling into existing customers is usually both easier
and more efficient than landing deals with brand
new logos. If you expect the same sales reps to cover
both existing and new clients, then you may be
suffering a bit of optimism bias.
We would expect the focus on “new-new” deals
(new customer – new opportunity) to be significantly
lower as street smart reps prioritise their efforts
where they have had past success. It would be worth
seeing if the proportion of new-new revenue is
increasing, decreasing or static. If you do this, it will
also be useful to cut the data to exclude pure
inbound windfalls as this will muddy the waters.
See what the data tells you. In our experience, a
fairly common result of such an analysis is
recognition of the need to introduce a new logo
pursuit team into the sales structure.
#6 “WE GUIDE TEAMS ON BOTH WHOM
TO VISIT AND HOW OFTEN”
(PARADOX OF CHOICE)
While it is the exception rather than the rule, the
more data-driven sales leaders give guidance to their
account managers not only on whom to visit but
also on how often to visit them.
In other words, rather than leaving these decisions
to chance, these sales leaders have created a process
based on their customer segmentation to ensure that
the customers with the biggest spend and potential
are systematically getting the most attention and
highest intensity of support.
Outside sales can be a bit of a lone wolf pursuit
so each account manager has far less visibility on
what their colleagues do compared with, say, the
“numbers they post”. With so many decisions for
the account managers to make about where they
invest their time, it can be helpful to have some
ISMPROFESSIONAL.COM

C A S E S T U DY:
D E S I G N I N G A TA RG E T
O P E R AT I N G M O D E L
We were tasked with finding the right
commercial organisational structure for a large
speciality manufacturer. After conducting a
diagnostic phase using many of the techniques
mentioned opposite in Developing insights:
“Walk a mile in my shoes”, we moved into the
design phase.
Here we set out a range of different options
and, importantly, at the same time a range of
criteria that we would use to assess each
option. For example, the criteria included both
strategic and implementation objectives.
Strategic criteria included supporting solution
selling, limiting cost of sales increases,
increasing accountability/transparency and
maintaining similar line manager spans of
control. Implementation-related criteria
included ease of migration, impact on
employee satisfaction/motivation etc.
With three shortlisted options (one of which
was their current model), we were then able to
rate each option and then compare and
contrast the pros and cons of each. In the end,
the client moved from a regional model to one
that tied much more closely with how their
customers were wanting to buy. While there
were still lots of details to be worked out, the
fact that the whole management team had
been led through a structured process to
debate and decide on their preferred option
meant that the process of “winning their hearts
and minds” had started early in the project,
rather than being a necessary bolt-on at the
end during implementation.

guidance. The sales leaders also know if they make
it too prescriptive it will be demotivating and is
likely to become a box-ticking exercise.
IN SUMMARY, DEPEND ON DATA
Is there a perfect sales structure and operating
model? I don’t believe so. I’ve seen numerous
examples where what’s worked for one firm hasn’t
for others, even in the same industry sector. One
thing we do know though is that designing the right
model for a company is a really big “brain on”
activity. The best way to avoid over-simplistic
platitudes, lazy heuristics and unintended
consequences is to get the data needed to allow
decisions to be made based on facts and, where
possible, to pilot some of the changes before rolling
them out to the wider organisation.
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